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Sun, Dec 27, 2020 4:11 AM

Yes Ca can get a lawyer and donors to fund a Yes INITIATIVE
From: Marcus Evans <marcus.ruiz.evans@gmail.com>

To: Louis J. Marinelli <president@yescalifornia.org>, Louis J. Marinelli <louisjmarinelli@gmail.com>

 

I think I FIGURED a way to

get staff lawyer for Yes California who will do amicus briefs and conduct slander lawsuits if need
get a donor to fully fund paid signature gathering for a Yes CA initiative which would gain enough signature of CA voters to meet threshold
generate California news coverage of Yes California

 

Speaking with Mostafa from Al Jazera TV who is a contact with Iran. He did set up the interview for Iran channel 5 I did a few months ago.

 

He said there is a Non government group (non profit) that will commit to hosting a Independent Republic of California cultural center aka embassy. Read they are ready to do this - The
question is people over there want to make sure that Iran gets something for that.

 

He suggested is there a way to ask the people of California if they would support the removal of sanctions against Iran that were increased by Trump – back to the level of sanctions
that were there during the Obama time.He wanted to know if there was a way for Yes CA to ask or get Californians to show support for unduing the Trump administration sanctions on
Iran and reverting them back to the Obama level.

 

I told Mostafa from Al Jazerra TV that I would think about – I promised him absolutely nothing AT ALL

 

I think there is a way to do this.

Yes California – along with Farhad Khorasani – the Californian and practicing CA lawyer would file a new initiative. 
Totally different from the Calexit initiative. A new – second initiative 

This initiative would borrow the text of the Calexit initiative to ask the voters if they would approve undoing the sanctions by Trump and reversing the level of sanctions back to the
Obama era in order to entice Iran to re-enter the nuclear proliferation deal.

So we make a new one – that does the same thing – asks the voters directly how they feel about this idea.

 

If Yes CA files this initiative.

We would get Farhad a lawyer to sign on – giving us credibility we havn’t had because we have a lawyer signing on
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We could get Farhad to fund the whole thing – so it is free
Californians of Iranian heritage would donate directly to the signature gathering companies to pay them to collect signatures for this initiative
Because there would be signature gatherers collecting signatures – it would get a lot of signatures and gain media attention. Yes CA’s name is all over this.
Just getting in the news as Yes CA filed this initiative – would impress people in Iran
IF the initiative qualifies – it shows Yes CA can get an initative qualified by signatures

 

Additionally – we could insist that signature gatherers ask people about the 1. Removal of sanctions  and ask people to sign the second 2 Calexit iniative.  So we get paid signatures
gatherings to also gather signatures for Calexit.
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